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Abstract

The last few years have seen great maturation in un-
derstanding how to use computer graphics technol-
ogy to portray 3D embodied characters or virtual hu-
mans. Unlike the off-line, animator-intensive methods
used in the special effects industry, real-time embodied
agents are expected to exist and interact with us “live.”
They can be represent other people or function as au-
tonomous helpers, teammates, or tutors enabling novel
interactive educational and training applications. We
should be able to interact and communicate with them
through modalities we already use, such as language,
facial expressions, and gesture. Various aspects and
issues in real-time virtual humans will be discussed,
including consistent parameterizations for gesture and
facial actions using movement observation principles,
and the representational basis for character believabil-
ity, personality, and affect. We also describe a Param-
eterized Action Representation (PAR) that allows an
agent to act, plan, and reason about its actions or ac-
tions of others. Besides embodying the semantics of
human action, the PAR is designed for building future
behaviors into autonomous agents and controlling the
animation parameters that portray personality, mood,
and affect in an embodied agent.

1 Introduction

Given the extraordinary appearance and achievements
of special effects and interactive games, the creation
of effective real-time autonomous embodied agents re-
mains one of the last research frontiers in computer an-
imation. Whether the beings portrayed are supposed to

be cartoon characters, fictional personalities, or known
individuals, computer animation techniques with the
greatest visual success are either crafted with relatively
low level techniques such as parametric key interpo-
lation or edited from motion captured with live per-
formers. By necessity, such techniques are iterative,
off-line, and dependent on the technical and aesthetic
skills of the animator. Autonomous agents, however,
are supposed to be entities that respond to human in-
teraction in real-time and with behaviors that are per-
ceived to be appropriate to the interaction and needs of
the participants. In general, these needs are constrained
by the application so that the behavioral repertoire of
the agent can be created in advance and recalled and
modified in real-time as needed. Thus games restrict
the movements and choices of the game entities so that
the user is really only exploring a finite game space.

In contrast to games, interactions between real peo-
ple appear effectively infinite: at least they are real-
time, not pre-determined, broad in content, highly
contextual, communicative, behaviorally subtle, and
even subliminal. The communications channels them-
selves are multi-modal and encode multiple levels of
meaning. The agent may communicate with speech
or other verbalizations, facial expressions, eye move-
ments, head movements, limb gestures, body posture,
and even gait. During interpersonal interactions, most
people are relatively unaware of the acts their bodies
are performing while they are talking, for example.
Likewise, an observer picks up additional non-verbal
signals from the speaker’s “body language.” Both par-
ticipants are attempting to obtain or convey some sort
of information via the communication, and therefore
are exposing and manifesting some aspects of their
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internal knowledge, desires, beliefs, intentions, emo-
tions, and feelings to the other.

For most people, the generation of all body actions
associated with communication is both natural and
subconscious. For actors, such actions may need to
be created outside the “natural” modes of the actor and
this requires skill, training, and discipline. Even for
other people, however, even everyday interactions may
require conscious “acting”: namely, the management
of manifest behaviors to cover up emotions, save face,
dramatize a point, or simply lie. This leads to the thesis
of this paper: the communicative content portrayed by
an embodied agent is a function of all available body
channels and consequently the observer’s perception of
the internal state of the agent is dependent on the rela-
tionships of those channels as well as their content. To
an actor or an expert animator, this statement may be
intuitively obvious. A “bad” actor may fail to control
gestures or face to conform to the demeanor of his per-
sona and his situation. He may not have internalized
the goals and motivations of his character enough to
use the body’s own machinery to manifest these inner
drives as appropriate behaviors [9]. The skilled ani-
mator will know that all aspects of her character must
be consistent with its desired mental state since only
voice, shape, and movement can be controlled for the
final product [33]. We cannot open a dialog with the
already animated character to further probe its mind
or its psychological state. With a real-time embodied
agent, however, we may indeed have such an opportu-
nity [20]. When real people present multiple behavior
channels we interpret them for consistency, honesty,
sincerity, and for social roles, relationships, power, and
intention. There is an important and subtle relation-
ship between this collection of channel messages and
believability [7, 11] a term used often and without def-
inition in the animated agents literature. A character is
believable if we can infer emotional or mental state by
observing its behavior (even if is not portrayed as a hu-
man form). Since each channel contributes to the per-
ception of internal state, they must not conflict if they
are to present a consistent view. Conversely, if they do
conflict the agent may be perceived as having some in-
ternal difficulty expressing itself. The agent may sim-
ply look clumsy or awkward, but it could appear insin-
cere, confused, conflicted, “space-y” (emotionally de-
tached), repetitious, or simply fake. Not surprisingly,
these are often the criticisms directed toward animated
agents. Our approach to remedying this problem is
to enhance believability through coordinated and con-

sistent expression of body movements in all possible
channels.

In this discussion we limit the communication chan-
nels to arms and torso, facial expressions, and eye
movements. Other work is in progress on gait [2].
Cassell is developing coordination models for gesture,
speech, and body pose [12]. Perlin uses carefully tuned
noise functions to move facial features [30] or body
joints [31] for a look of coordinated animacy. Al-
though these characters appear effective in this regard,
without any benefit of underlying theory their men-
tal and emotional states are ad hoc. Pelachaud has
achieved nice results across a set of facial expression
and speech parameters by considering performative re-
lationships between two synthetic individuals in a con-
versation [32]. The application of internal agent states
to speech parameters (intonation, rate, volume, clarity,
etc.) is an interesting, important, and rather unexplored
area.

We have been building a system called EMOTE to
parameterize and modulate action performance [13].
It is based on a human movement observation system
called Laban Movement Analysis. EMOTE is not an
action selector per se; it is used to modify the exe-
cution of a given behavior and thus change its move-
ment qualities or character. The power of EMOTE
arises from the relatively small number of parameters
that control or affect a much larger set, and from new
extensions to the original definitions that include the
non-articulated movements of the face. The same set
of parameters control many aspects of manifest behav-
ior across the agent’s body and therefore permit ex-
perimentation with similar or dissimilar settings. Our
working hypothesis is that behaviors manifest in sep-
arate channels with like EMOTE parameters will ap-
pear consistent to some internal state of the agent;
conversely, dissimilar EMOTE parameters will convey
various negative impressions of the character’s internal
consistency. At least in rather simple cases this latter
observation is true. Arm gestures without facial ex-
pressions look odd [13]; facial expressions with neu-
tral gestures look artificial [1]; arm gestures without
torso involvement look insincere [3]; attempts at emo-
tions in gait variations look funny without concomitant
body and facial affect [2]; otherwise carefully timed
gestures and speech fail to register with gesture perfor-
mance and facial expressions [12]; and repetitious ac-
tions of web-based or Microsoft agents become irritat-
ing because they appear unconcerned about our chang-
ing (more negative) feelings about them.
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Figure 1: System Overview

As many of these criticisms are found in our own ex-
periments as well as the current and genuinely valuable
experiments of other major research groups, we were
led to explore the underlying causes and remedies in
order to improve visual appearance and believability
in real-time autonomous animated characters. While
such agents benefit from parameterizations that permit
computation controls, our secondary hypothesis is that
some coherent underlying models for behavior man-
ifestation across all expressive communicative media
are needed. Individual parameterizations of face (Fig-
ure 3), arms (Figure 2), gait (Figure 1), and so on may
result in animated models, but these models must be
related to and coordinated with some internal affect,
personality, or cultural condition of the agent. On this
foundational principle we can then proceed to describe
an architecture for consistent, believable, and expres-
sive agents.

The rest of this discussion has the following struc-
ture. First we review the EMOTE parameters for ges-
ture movements and extend them to facial expressions
with FacEMOTE. Then we explore requirement for the
internal state (emotion and personality) of an agent so
that such states may be manifest through outward ac-
tions with behavioral consistency. Then we give an
overview of parameterized actions and their relation to
cognitive processes, natural language, instruction pro-
cessing, planning, and action execution. We close with
a discussion on building within an agent model the nec-
essary mappings from internal state to external behav-
iors.

2 EMOTE Parameters

Originated by Rudolf Laban (1879-1958), Laban
Movement Analysis (LMA) today is a creative method
of movement study for observing, describing, notat-
ing, and interpreting human movement. LMA pro-
vides insights into one’s personal movement style and
increases awareness of what movement communicates

Happy Proud

Angry Sad

Table 1: Expressive gait without expressive face.

and expresses. A variety of researchers have applied
the LMA theories in many fields involving move-
ment such as dance, theater, physical therapy and ed-
ucation, nonverbal communication and presentational
skills, and management consulting [24, 16, 6, 27, 21].

LMA is composed of five major components: Body,
Space, Effort, Shape, and Relationship. Together these
components constitute a textual and symbolic language
for describing movement. Body deals with which body
parts move, where the movement initiates, and how the
movement spreads through the body. Space describes
how large the mover’s kinesphere, and what form is
being revealed by the spatial pathways of the move-
ment. Shape describes the changing forms that the
body makes in space, while Effort involves the “dy-
namic” qualities of the movement and the inner attitude
towards using energy. Relationship describes modes
of interaction with oneself, others, and the environ-
ment. Each individual has a unique repertoire of and
preferences for combinations of these basic elements,
which can be sequenced, phrased, patterned, and or-
derly organized together in a particular personal, artis-
tic, or cultural way. Our work focuses on the Effort and
Shape components of LMA, because these two are the
major direct specifications or indications of expressive
human movements.

Effort comprises four motion factors: Space,
Weight, Time, and Flow. Each motion factor is a
continuum between two extremes: (1)indulging in
the quality and (2)fighting against the quality. In
LMA these extreme Effort Elements are seen as ba-
sic, “irreducible” qualities, meaning that they are the
smallest units needed in describing an observed move-
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ment. These eight Effort Elements are: Indirect/Direct,
Light/Strong, Sustained/Sudden, and Free/Bound. The
eight elements can be combined and sequenced for
many variations of phrasings and expressions [6].

Shape changes in movement can be described in
terms of three dimensions: Horizontal, Vertical, and
Sagittal. Each one of these dimensions is in fact asso-
ciated with one of the three main dimensions (Length,
Width, and Depth) as well as one of three main planes
(Horizontal, Vertical, and Sagittal) related to the hu-
man body. Changes in Shape in the Horizontal dimen-
sion occur mainly in the side-open and side-across di-
rections; as the movement becomes planar there would
be more of a forward-backward component added to
the primary side component. Changes in the Verti-
cal dimension are manifested primarily in the upward-
downward directions; the plane would add more side-
ward component to the up-down. Finally, changes in
the Sagittal dimension are more evident in the body’s
depth or the forward-backward direction; planar move-
ment would add an upward-downward component.
Shape changes frequently occur in affinity with corre-
sponding Effort Elements [24, 6, 27].

EMOTE (Expressive Motion Engine) is a computa-
tional realization of the core LMA concepts and prin-
ciples. The main theme of the EMOTE system is to
use high level qualitative Effort and Shape parame-
ters for human animation control. To achieve that, the
key component is to translate the qualitative Effort and
Shape parameters into a set of low level quantitative
parameters that are directly related to the control of the
characteristics of the movement. An extensive empiri-
cal study carried out with the help of professional LMA
notators developed the equations building the connec-
tions [13]. Figure 2 shows some animations that re-
sulted from these connections. There are four types of
low level movement parameters: (1) parameters that
affect the limb trajectory; (2) parameters that affect
timing; (3) parameters that modify the torso shape and
volume; and (4) flourishes that add to the expressive-
ness of the movement. The challenge lies in connect-
ing this parameterization and action selection to the in-
ternal state of an agent.

3 FacEMOTE

Unlike skeletal gestures such as arm and hand move-
ments, facial expressions are created mostly with soft
tissue deformation. There are joints that cause head,
jaw, and eyeball rotations, and these may be parame-

terized by the same EMOTE features. But the exten-
sion of EMOTE onto the soft tissues of the face is nei-
ther obvious nor explored in the movement observation
literature. Nonetheless, it is worthwhile pursuing the
possibility that facial movements may be moderated by
EMOTE-like parameters.

One characteristic of soft tissue deformation is that
moving a part of face has effects on other parts of the
face. For example, raising corners of lips, as in smile,
not only change the shape of the lips but also lift the
cheeks and bunch up the lower eyelids to the effect of
closing the eyes. Creating facial expressions involves
moving facial muscles or regions of face so that the
face expresses nuances in character’s internal states of
mind. The Table 3 lists some examples of facial ex-
pressions or movements showing clear manifestation
of EMOTE parameters.

We add subtle changes to facial expressions by con-
trolling these four intuitive EMOTE parameters, thus
making it possible to easily obtain many different
shades from a single basic expression. For example, in-
creasing the value of Quick parameter for smile makes
it fleeting, thus it may give an impression of not want-
ing to show pleasure. On the other hand, increasing the
value of Suspended parameter (the opposite of Quick)
may give an impression of putting on a polite smile at
a social occasion. Increasing the value of Direct pa-
rameter may add an impression of slyness because of
lowered eyebrow for focusing.

The FacEMOTE system runs on facial expressions
specified as facial animation parameters (FAPs) stan-
dardized by MPEG-4. There are 66 low level param-
eters, each describing an atomic facial action deform-
ing a face model from rotating head to raising a lip
corner. The value of a FAP at given instance spec-
ify the amount of facial action from the model’s re-
laxed position. For example, sequence of facial action
acquired by increasing and then decreasing the value
of ’close t l eyelid’ will make the model wink with its
left eye.

FacEMOTE parameters (higher level parameter than
FAPs) are applied onto the facial expressions given as
FAP streams, changing the intensity and the duration
of each FAP. Increasing the value of Quick parameter
value will affect most of the 66 low level parameters
and will also have the following effects: The duration
of facial action will be shortened for each parameter.
This means that the time taken from the onset to the
decay of an action is shortened, but the lengths of the
FAP streams remain the same; The intensity of facial
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Car salesman Tour guide

Sign Language with EMOTE Tour guide

Table 2: Expressive gestures with the EMOTE system.
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Space Indirect Scanning the party floor. Rolling eyes, trying to make a decision.
Direct Focusing on a ball player at the ball field. Squinting at the object

an artist is drawing. Blowing out a candle.
Weight Light Whispering to a child to sleep. Lightly tickled into giggling.

Whining in muffled sound. Licking a spoonful of ice cream.
Strong Spelling out a word at a spelling bee. Snarling at an offender.

Putting on a stern face when scolding a child.
Time Suspended Relaxed expression while daydreaming. Taking a deep breath. Yawning.

Quick Nervous fidgeting. Coughing. Clearing the throat. Sobbing of a child
after a screaming fit.

Flow Free Crying of a baby when it is hungry. Bursting into uncontrollable laughter.
Shouting in raging fury.

Bound Holding back tears. Chuckling instead of laughing loudly. Grimacing when
touching a slimy object. Holding breath not to smell stench.

action at its local peaks will tend to be reduced. Over-
all, the FacEMOTE system works as a filter perturbing
the value of each FAP for every time frame as it runs
through the FAP streams.

4 Inner Action

The source whence perfection and final mas-
tery of movement must flow is the under-
standing of that part of the inner life of man
where movement and action originate. Such
an understanding furthers the spontaneous
flow of movement, and generates effective
liveliness. [Rudolf Laban] [6].

We believe that modeling and simulating the “inner
life” will provide us with parameterization to create
consistent movement. There seem to be no absolutes
when dealing with psychological aspects of humans
and their manifestations in behavior. At best we can
try to model trends or tendencies. Another difficulty
arises in the number of variables or influences on hu-
man behavior. We can say that a person who is happy
tends to smile and have light movements, but this is
probably not the tendency if the person is extremely
tired or around others who are sad. Although there are
many properties that can be associated with individual-
ity, including gender, age, culture, experiences, status,
and role, much research has been done on personality
and emotions and their application to virtual humans.

The manifestation of emotions, particularly in facial
expressions, are quite recognizable [17]. The presence
of emotional expression in virtual humans has long
been shown to increase the believability or interest in

virtual beings [7]. The presence of emotional expres-
sion, however, does not create the appearance of indi-
viduality. In the same situation, different people may
feel different emotions, and even the same emotions
may have different intensities and be displayed differ-
ently. Although personality is not the only determiner
of emotions, their intensity, and their manifestation, we
will use it as the first step in the creation of consistent
individuality.

4.1 Modeling Emotion

Several different emotion models have been applied
to virtual beings [15, 19, 25]. The most popular
model is the OCC model, named after the authors [28].
In this model, emotions are generated through the
agent’s construal of and reaction to the consequence
of events, actions of agents, and aspects of objects. Al-
though many researchers have based their work on this
model [18, 7, 20], none have systems which display
all 22 emotional states represented in the model in one
communication channel, yet alone more than one.

4.2 Modeling Personality

Personality is a pattern of behavioral, temperamental,
emotional, and mental traits that distinguish people
from one another. Traits are basic tendencies that re-
main stable across the life span, but characteristic be-
havior can change through adaptive processes. The
ways in which a person perceives, acts, and reacts is
influenced by his or her personality. There has been an
increasing research interest in personalities for virtual
humans [34].
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NEUTRAL

Previous frame Current frame Next frame

SPACE WEIGHT

Indirect Direct Light Strong

TIME FLOW

Sustained Quick Free Bound

Table 3: FacEMOTE applies EMOTE parameters to facial expressions.
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There are many psychological theories of person-
ality. While there is no universally accepted theory,
the Big Five or OCEAN model has gained some ac-
ceptance [35]. The Big Five represent a taxonomy of
traits that some personality psychologists suggest cap-
ture the essence of individual differences in personal-
ity. The traits of the Big Five model are shown in Ta-
ble 4.

Openness means a person is imaginative, indepen-
dent minded and has divergent thinking. Openness
to experience describes the breadth, depth, originality,
and complexity of an individual’s mental and experi-
ential life. Conscientiousness means a person is re-
sponsible, orderly, and dependable. Conscientiousness
describes socially prescribed impulse control that facil-
itates task and goal-directed behavior, such as thinking
before acting, delaying gratification, following norms
and rules, and planning, organizing, and prioritizing
tasks. Extraversion means that a person is talkative,
social, and assertive. It implies an energetic approach
to the social and material world and includes traits such
as sociability, activity, assertiveness, and positive emo-
tionality. Agreeableness means a person is good na-
tured, co-operative, and trusting. Agreeableness con-
trasts a prosocial and communal orientation toward
others with antagonism and includes traits such as al-
truism, tender-mindedness, trust, and modesty. Neu-
roticism means a person is anxious, prone to depres-
sion, and worries a lot. It contrasts emotional stabil-
ity and even-temperedness with negative emotionality,
such as feeling anxious, nervous, sad, and tense.

4.3 Behavioral Consistency

We propose a system for the determination and dis-
play of emotions with consistency over the channels
of communication, influence of personality for added
individuality, and expandability to other psychological
traits and complexity. The idea is to have the agent’s
inner state displayed on multiple channels using the
same parameterizations (Figure 1).

Figure 2 shows a more detailed view of our pro-
posed system. We start with distributions of EMOTE
parameters that correspond to personality types. In or-
der to make movement qualities consistent over differ-
ent channels such as facial expressions and gestures,
they should have a compatible parameterization: that
is, they should have some relationship to one another
otherwise one would have to derive yet another level of
transformation from inner state to each external man-

c

World

Personality
Filter

Perceptions 
of World

Personality
Filter

Emotion
Generation

Emotional 
Display

Current 
Distribution

Emotionally
Altered 

Distribution

Distribution 
Alteration

Personality
Altered 

Distribution

Figure 2: System Architecture

ifestation of behavior or affect. Basing this param-
eterization in LMA means that our parameterization
is grounded in movement observation science and has
been interpreted as a computational model for anima-
tion.

Another choice would be to use a parameterization
based on psychological properties. This might work if
we only needed to model one psychological property
such as emotion. We would, however, like to simu-
late other mental states such as anxiety and confusion.
We would also like to predicate movements on culture
and other social attributes. Creating a parameteriza-
tion based on one psychological property would be too
limiting and basing a parameterization on all properties
too complex. Additionally, the parameterization needs
to be compatible with animation parameters such as
position, orientation, velocity, and acceleration. The
EMOTE parameters fulfill this need.

Natural language is another alternative parameteri-
zation. While natural language has a lot of expressiv-
ity, it does not contain the necessary granularity in the
concise form needed for this application. In our work,
we use natural language as a means for expressing ac-
tion selection: adverbs and manner modify actions to
yield expressive qualities [37].

The representation of the parameters as statistical
distributions provides two advantages. The first advan-
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High Score Traits Low Score Traits
Openness Creative, Curious, Complex Conventional, Narrow interests, Uncreative
Conscientiousness Reliable, Well-organized, Disorganized, Undependable, Negligent

Self-disciplined, Careful
Extraversion Sociable, Friendly, Fun-loving, Talkative Introverted, Reserved, Inhibited, Quiet
Agreeableness Good natured, Sympathetic, Critical, Rude, Harsh, Callous

Forgiving, Courteous
Neuroticism Nervous, High-strung, Insecure, WorryingCalm, Relaxed, Secure, Hardy

Table 4: OCEAN Model of Personality

tage is the ability to shift and scale the distributions
while avoiding discontinuities in the joint movements
of the agents. The second advantage is the ability to
make the agent more complex by adding other compo-
nents. Here we describe a model which has personality
and emotion, but when a culture component is devel-
oped its effects on movement qualities will be deter-
mined through manipulation of the EMOTE parameter
distributions. A similar computational model has been
used by Ball and Breese to model user mood based on
user interface behaviors [5].

We wish to model personality in order to create char-
acters that are distinguishable from one another in ac-
tions as well as in appearance. Bartenieff noted that:

Most people have predilections for par-
ticular Effort elements. ... The reappear-
ance of the same Effort components finally
characterize the activity for each person, and
may also throughout different kinds of activ-
ities, eventually characterize the person. The
“preferred” qualities (Effort choices) of indi-
viduals become aspects of their individuality,
character attributes that are recognizable and
remembered. [6]

Research in psychology and non-verbal communica-
tion provides us with some generalities about move-
ments and personality types. For example, people who
are more neurotic and introverted have more restrained
and rigid behavior, and display more uncoordinated,
random movements [10].

Once the distributions of EMOTE parameters for
different personality traits have been created, the simu-
lation begins with the agent perceiving its world. Every
individual sees the world differently. There are many
reasons for this, including physical location, personal-
ity, emotional state, culture, goals, and motivations. In
our architecture we currently represent this difference
in world view by a personality filter. We realize, how-

ever, that this is an extreme over-simplification. Once
the agent’s view or beliefs about the world have been
established, the construals of the OCC model can be
used to obtain an emotional state.

The emotional state can then be used to alter the cur-
rent distribution of EMOTE parameters to reflect the
character’s emotional state. This emotionally altered
distribution is passed through a personality filter before
EMOTE settings are chosen and displayed in the var-
ious channels of communication (Figure 1). Note that
the previous personality filter was used to personalize
the agent’s view of the world. This personality filter is
used to personalize the agent’s movements. The origi-
nal distributions were altered by personality traits at the
beginning of the simulation, but the display of emotion
also needs to be conditioned by personality.

5 Action Selection and Parameteriza-
tion

Recently we have been designing and elaborating a Pa-
rameterized Action Representation or PAR [4, 8]. It is
expanding into a useful ontology for actions, and links
natural language with animation. An action represen-
tation is important for an agent as it holds the seman-
tics of actions to be performed as well as a database
of actions to be recognized. It is also conceivable that
an action representation can function in an agent as a
cognitive model for thought processes such as plan-
ning and reasoning [14]. Agents need to “do things”
and these actions will be selected by needs and desires,
while their execution is moderated by culture, person-
ality, mood, affect, and skill. This section discusses the
representation of actions for an agent.

As a representation for actions as instructions for an
agent, the PAR has to specify (parameterize) the agent,
any relevant objects, and information about paths, lo-
cations, manners, and purposes. Natural language of-
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ten describes actions at a high level, leaving out many
of the details that need to be specified for animation.
There are linguistic constraints on how this informa-
tion can be conveyed by the language – agents and ob-
jects tend to be verb arguments, paths are often prepo-
sitional phrases, and manners and purposes might be in
additional clauses [29, 26]. For instance, the instruc-
tion walk to the door and turn the handle slowly,lacks
any explicit information about grasping the handle, or
which direction it will need to be turned, yet these are
necessary to the action execution. The example does
include a movement quality term (“slowly”) and such
a modifier must be applied to the generic “turn” in-
struction. The PAR has to include information about
applicability, preparatory, andterminatingconditions
in order to fill in these gaps. It also has to beparame-
terizedbecause other details of the action depend on its
participants and method of performance – agents, ob-
jects, and other attributes such as direction and manner.
The handle object “knows” what actions it can perform
and what state changes they cause (it is a “smart” ob-
ject” [22]: instantiating the “turn” PAR on the handle
yields normative values against which “slowly” can be
evaluated and then simulated. The agent receiving the
walk PAR decides on its direction, path, and gait de-
pending on the environment and her needs; e.g., she
may have to turn around first or navigate past furniture
and may approach the door cautiously or aggressively.

In the remainder of this section, we will describe the
components of the PAR system and how it processes
and represents instructions for animations. Fig. 3
shows the architecture of the PAR system.

Transducer
NL

Generator
Motion

(GUIs, etc)

Visualizer

Engine
Execution

Jack
Toolkit

PAR SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Agent Process N

Agent Process 2

Agent Process 1

Mgr
Proc

Action Filter

Experienced

Desired
Situations

Mgr
Rule

Situations Plan Strategy

Mgr
Goal

Mgr
Queue

PlannerActionary

Figure 3: PAR Architecture.

5.1 Natural Language Processing

The user inputs natural language instructions for a spe-
cific agent through a graphical user interface in theEx-
ecution Engine. TheNL transducerparses the instruc-
tions, translates them into situation calculus expres-
sions encapsulating references to PAR schemas, and
sends them to theAgent Process. PAR schemas de-
scribe actions in terms of a conjunction of semantic
predicates and its arguments. A verb likehit can be
specified by predicates which establish that there is an
agent and an object involved, that the agent causes the
event, and that there is contact with force at the end of
the event.

The PAR Schema hierarchy of actions exploit the
idea that verbs can be represented in a lattice that al-
lows semantically similar verbs, such as motion verbs
or verbs of contact, to be closely associated with each
other under a common parent that captures the proper-
ties these verbs all share. The highest nodes in the hier-
archy are occupied by generalized PAR schemas which
represent the basic predicate-argument structure for
entire groups of subordinate actions. The lower nodes
are occupied by progressively more specific schemas
that inherit information from the generalized PARs,
and can be instantiated with arguments from natural
language to represent a specific action.

PAR schemas have also been shown [23] to be pro-
vide a kind of interlingual representation for transla-
tion of actions between verb-frame and satellite-frame
languages.

5.2 Conditional Instructions and Goal Pro-
cessing

Not every instruction a user may want to give should
take place immediately.Conditional instructions, such
as “When you enter the room, turn the light on,” hap-
pen only when the condition is met. It is also possi-
ble that they should happen every time the condition
is met, not just the first time. We call these type of
instructionsstanding orders.

In order to process these types of instructions, we
need to maintain a reservoir of the instructions in their
logical form. Essentially, this reservoir is a collection
of situations the user wishes to see in the virtual envi-
ronment both in the present and in the future. Hence,
we call this collection of goal states, theDesired Sit-
uations. This collection is periodically processed by
theRule Managerin order to determine the current set
of goal states (immediate instructions and applicable
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conditional instructions).
It is also necessary to ensure that goal states that

have already been processed are not processed again.
Take for example, “Check every room.” Essentially,
this requires that the agent performing the action re-
members the rooms it has checked. This information is
stored in theExperienced Situations. Before an agent
starts planning, itsGoal Managerchecks its current
goal states against those in theExperienced Situations
and uses the results for planning.

5.3 The ActionaryTM

TheActionary(Figure 4) is the core component of our
system. It contains persistent, hierarchical databases
of agents, objects, and actions. The agents are treated
as special objects and stored within the same hierar-
chical structure as the objects. Actions are represented
as PARs (Parameterized Action Representation). Each
PAR can either be uninstantiated (UPAR), contain
only default properties for the action or be instanti-
ated (IPAR), containing specific information about the
agent, objects, and other properties. All the UPARs
are stored hierarchically with in theActionary. PAR
schemas have their own hierarchically organized tree
in theActionarywhich is derived from natural language
semantics. PAR schemas may map to one or more UP-
ARs. For example, a PAR schema representingen-
ter would correspond to many UPARs, including walk,
run, skip, swim, and crawl depending on the adjunc-
tions and the context of the animation.

Actionary

Objects

PARs

Actions

PAR
Schemas

Figure 4: ActionaryTM .

The Actionary is a persistent potentially large
database. In order to increase the speed of searches
and traversals of both the action and object hierarchies,
a Database Managerloads only the portions of the
databases necessary for the current environment. The
World Modelrepresents the current state of objects in

the environment and actions which have been loaded
both use in the environment.

5.4 Planning

The UPARs in the action hierarchy are used as building
blocks for plans. ThePlannerevaluates the situation
calculus expressions and retrieves the PAR schemas
from them. For each PAR schema, thePlannerneeds
to retrieve the set of all relevant UPARs from theWorld
Model. TheAction Filtermay first remove or sort some
of actions based on the characteristic of the agent be-
fore returning the list of UPARs to the Planner. For ex-
ample, theAction Filter might prioritizewalkingover
skippingas a translatory action for a business woman.

The Planner solves an abstract planning problem,
where the initial state comes from theWorld Model,
the goal state from theDesired Situations, a preference
order of available actions from theAction Filter, pa-
rameters to select plan structure fromPlan Strategy,
and constraints, also fromDesired Situations, are used
to eliminate possible plans from consideration. The re-
sult of the planning process is a plan constructed of
IPARs.

5.5 Action Execution

Once the plan of IPARs is determined and action pa-
rameterization such as the addition of manner specifi-
cation completed, the IPARs are placed on theAgent
Process’saction queue. TheQueue ManagerandPro-
cess Managermonitor the execution of actions. These
managers ensure that conditions necessary for per-
forming actions are met. For example, theapplicability
conditionsof each PAR generally check certain prop-
erties of the objects, the abilities of the agent, and other
unchangeable or uncontrollable aspects of the environ-
ment.

Preparatory specificationscontain conditions which
must be true in order for the PAR to be performed and
actions that may be performed in order to enable the
current action to proceed. In general, preparatory spec-
ifications may involve the full power of motion plan-
ning to determine for instance, that a handle must be
grasped before it can beturned.

TheQueue ManagerandProcess Manageralso call
theMotion Generatorsassociated with the action to be
performed. Any manner parameters are interpreted as
motion qualities in the EMOTE or FacEMOTE subsys-
tems. These managers also monitor the performance
of the action and check for termination conditions and
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failure states. If a failure occurs, the action can be
aborted, sent to a specialized error handler for recov-
ery, replanning can occur, or the entire plan can be
aborted. TheMotion Generatorscurrently work on top
of JackTM .

6 Discussion and Future Directions

The agent architecture we have described still requires
that inner states be mapped onto selections of EMOTE
parameters from distributions relative to personality,
culture, mood, and emotion. We do not believe such
a mapping is obvious, though it might be elucidated
in either a constructive or deconstructive fashion. In
the constructive case, we would have an agent “learn”
the mapping from inner agent states to face and body
actions by observation. This is at least partly the way
humans learn to “read” each others’ affect and corre-
late behaviors with expressed desires and intentions.
This takes time and large experimental samples. In the
deconstructive case, the mapping must be laboriously
developed from specific experiments to tease apart the
relationship of each movement variable from the sur-
rounding interaction context. Our experimental tools
seem ill-prepared to tackle the high dimensionality and
context-dependency of this approach. We are presently
more sanguine about the constructive approach. In re-
cent work, Zhao [36] has shown that the appearance
of significant EMOTE parameters may be observed in
human movements captured with electromagnetic or
video sensors. By observing enough human behaviors
and having them correlated with some observational
ground truth, one may begin to build a mapping from
inner state to outward manifestation. In fact, such ex-
periments will be needed to validate our claim that con-
sistency across body communication channels is a pre-
requisite for believable behaviors.

Beyond facial expressions and arm gestures lie rela-
tively unexplored areas of parameterizations that man-
ifest affect and personality on eye movement, head
movement, gait, and even communal (group) behav-
iors. We are proceeding with some models based on
EMOTE but specialized onto these components. We
hope to create a fully integrated agent model in the
near future so that we can better test the hypotheses
we propose here.

As we were told so many times before we
learned: It is the change of shape that shows
the character is thinking. It is the thinking

that gives the illusion of life. It is the life
that gives meaning to the expression. [33]
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